Terminolateral neurorrhaphy: a review of the literature.
Terminolateral neurorrhaphy (TLN) is an experimental technique for repairing peripheral nerves, when the proximal cut nerve stump is not available for traditional end-to-end repair. Over the past 7 years, the efficacy of TLN, its ability to preserve donor nerve function, the necessity of disrupting donor nerve connective tissue layers during the procedure, the mechanism by which TLN affords reinnervation, and the definition of the procedure, have been debated. In this critical review of TLN literature, the authors attempt to demonstrate 1) that a TLN in which the surgeon deliberately transects donor nerve axons is an effective method for peripheral nerve repair; the mechanisms by which axons innervate target muscles following this procedure are well-defined, and there is adequate experimental and clinical evidence to support its clinical application; and 2) that a TLN procedure in which the surgeon attempts to leave the donor nerve intact is neither mechanistically distinct from a TLN with deliberate donor nerve axotomy, nor is it as efficacious. Future studies should assess the degree of donor nerve transection that will maximize reinnervation via the TLN graft, without incurring functionally significant donor nerve deficits.